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Abstract—Many aviation missions today are accomplished
by a heterogeneous crew of pilots and mission specialists. As
fully Automated Pilots (AP) are integrated into aviation crews,
effective teaming will be necessary for safety assurance and mis-
sion effectiveness. This flight simulator study explored teaming
between a non-pilot human operator and an AP collaborating on
a maritime Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR)
mission. The study compared a Waypoint AP behavior, requiring
human intervention in aircraft control to prevent overflight of
damage-causing enemy ships, with a Collision Avoidance behavior
where the AP proactively avoids enemy ships using control
barrier functions. This proactive AP behavior resulted in less
aircraft damage and more predictable team performance, albeit
longer mission times. Results indicate that situation awareness
varied with AP complexity level and task load level. Participants
perceived positively the AP when it succeeded and calibrated
their trust when it failed.

Index Terms—autonomy, automated pilot, collaboration, team-
ing, human factors, ISR, control barrier functions

I. INTRODUCTION

The rapid pace of autonomy development is trending to-
wards many basic aviation functions being competently han-
dled by fully automated pilots (APs) [1] [15] [7]. The history
of aviation automation, however, shows us that increased
complexity can lead to decreased situation awareness (SA),
trust, and perception. As we integrate APs into aviation crews,
it is therefore necessary to carefully consider human factors
to ensure safety and mission effectiveness.

Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR) is the
task of persistent monitoring of a target or area. Commonly ap-
plied to border and coastline surveillance, military operations,
and policing regions of interest, aerial ISR operators typically
pilot an aircraft and observe potential threat actors to assess
and communicate risk. Opportunities exist to leverage research
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topics from human factors and controls to automate ISR pilots,
and improve the safety and efficiency of ISR missions.

Significant research has addressed autonomous aircraft nav-
igation for mission-based objectives. However, controllers
are typically designed for fully-autonomous control without
human input nor shared control. In ISR, the human operator
is an integral part of a human-AP team, and the AP must be
flexible to the operator’s desires, human factors limitations,
and changes in mission objectives. Little work has explored
joint human-AP control in ISR missions, nor how an AP can
be considerate of how its flight behavior affects the operator.

In this work we explore how AP complexity affects a
human-AP team’s mission effectiveness and the operator’s
human factors. We utilize an immersive ISR mission that tasks
a human operator and an AP team with identifying, classifying
and tracking ships in an assigned surveillance area. High-threat
enemy ships have a weapons engagement zone (WEZ) which
damages the ISR aircraft if it enters the WEZ boundaries.

We compare how two AP flight behaviors – Waypoint and
Collision Avoidance – affect the team’s mission effectiveness
and the human operator’s situation awareness and perception.
The Waypoint AP follows a fixed search pattern, with the
operator being responsible for navigating the aircraft around
WEZs of enemy ships. The Collision Avoidance AP actively
avoids the WEZs of enemy ships with the use of planning
algorithms and control barrier functions (CBFs) [2, 3, 11, 17].

We hypothesize the following:

H1 The Collision Avoidance AP will have a higher mission
effectiveness than the Waypoint AP.

H2 The Collision Avoidance AP will not result in a loss
of operator situation awareness when compared to the
Waypoint AP.

H3 Participants will report a more positive perception of the
Collision Avoidance AP compared to the Waypoint AP.



II. BACKGROUND

Many aviation missions today require a heterogeneous crew
of pilots and mission specialists. Example civilian missions
include disaster relief, air ambulance, and law enforcement.
Military examples include search and rescue, medical evacua-
tion, and intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR).
In the near future non-pilot human crew mates could be asked
to team with APs to accomplish these same missions [4].

Human factors and aviation psychology research over the
last 30 years, have shown that humans are significantly chal-
lenged when asked to monitor complex automation [10]. When
asked to work with even well designed complex automation
or autonomy, people can suffer from poor understanding, poor
situation awareness (SA), cognitive biases and inappropriate
trust of the system [10].

One of the potential negative consequences of autonomy
is a decrement in operator performance, particularly when it
comes to situation awareness [6]. Situation awareness (SA)
is defined as “the perception of elements in the environment
within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of
their meaning, and the projection of their status in the near
future” [5]. A study of levels of automation in [6] found
that full automation produced more problems than did partial
automation, which in turn produced more problems than
manual operation. As autonomy replaces automation, a similar
effect is expected with the increased complexity of autonomy
in APs.

Although people hold a generally positive attitude toward
collaboration with AI teammates, studies show that they have
mixed feelings toward individual AI agents [19]. In contrast
to using AI as a tool, treating AI as a teammate means that
people put higher expectations on their capabilities [10] [19].

Runtime assurance or safety assurance mechanisms are
algorithms that guarantee the safety of intelligent control
systems by monitoring the state of the system and intervening
when necessary [8]. For safety-critical systems such as aircraft,
safety assurance mechanisms prevent conditions that would
lead to loss of control, physical damage to the aircraft, loss of
human life, or failure of the mission [8].

The integration of advanced autonomous systems into team
and crew structures will require new paradigms in human
factors to provide safety assurance in increasingly complex
safety-critical aviation systems.

III. METHODS

This paper presents the results of an empirical human-AI
collaboration study between non-pilot human crewmates and
an AP to accomplish an ISR mission. In a flight simulator
cabin shown in Fig. 1, participants simulated the role of an
intelligence analyst surveying a coastline for armed enemy
ships hiding amongst unarmed fishing and cargo ships.

In the scenario, the human analyst collaborates with an AP
on control of the ISR aircraft to enable effective classification
of the ships in the surveillance area. On the graphical user
interface, herein called the ISR Operator Control Station, are
ships were characterized by a Weapon Employment Zone

Fig. 1. Simulator Cabin

Fig. 2. ISR Operator Station in Collision Avoidance AI Behavior

(WEZ). The team is tasked to fly the aircraft within sensor
range of the target ship, while avoiding overflight of enemy
ship WEZs.

The independent variables were the complexity level of
the AP behavior (2 levels), and the task load level as oper-
ationalized by the number of targets to surveil (2 levels). The
dependent variables were the SA of the human crew member,
crew eye gaze, the perception of the crew of the AP, and the
mission effectiveness.

A. Fully Automated Pilot

The role of the AP is to aviate, navigate, and communicate,
while the human analyst classifies the ships. Various behaviors
based on AI techniques are tested for the AP. The base
AP behavior, ’Waypoint’, navigates the surveillance area by
flying a pre-briefed search pattern with waypoints marked
on the moving map display. The human operator can at any
time override the next search pattern waypoint by setting
an alternate waypoint for the AP to fly. The second level
of AP behavior increases autonomous decision-making by
implementing a collision avoidance mechanism using the A*
pathfinding algorithm and CBFs. The Collision Avoidance be-
havior provides a safety mechanism where the AP proactively
avoids the WEZ of enemy ships.



B. Safety Assurance through CBFs

The autonomy’s safety mechanism is modeled as a set of
constraints in the system’s state. CBFs enforce forward invari-
ance of the constraint set so that no trajectory initialized within
the constraint set ever leaves or violates the constraint set. In
this work, we used CBFs to avoid enemy WEZs. Modeling
our autonomous aircraft as a control affine system allows us
to include these CBFs in convex optimization programs and
obtain a control input that will render the constraint set forward
invariant.

Consider the affine controlled system

ẋ = f(x) + g(x)u, x ∈ Rn, u ∈ Rm (1)

and suppose that the constraint set is closed and defined as
S = {x | h(x) ≥ 0}, with boundary ∂S = {x | h(x) = 0},
for a continuously differentiable function h(x). h : Rn → R
also satisfies that h(x) = 0 implies ∇h(x) ̸= 0. The set S
is forward invariant for the system (1), if for all T > 0, all
x0 ∈ S, and all solutions x(t) on [0, T ] satisfying x(0) = x0, it
holds that x(t) ∈ S for all t ∈ [0, T ]. If, further, f is Lipschitz
continuous, it holds for all x ∈ ∂S that

∇h(x)T (f(x) + g(x)u) ≥ −α(h(x)) for all x ∈ Rn (2)

for some locally Lipschitz function α : R → R satisfying
α(0) = 0. With this condition, our goal is now to design a
feedback controller u = σ(x) such that S is forward invariant.
Condition (2) leads to the design criterion that any Lipschitz
continuous feedback controller σ(x) ∈ U(x) where

U(x) = {u | ∇h(x)T (f(x) + g(x)u) ≥ −α(h(x))} (3)

ensures forward invariance of S. Notably, the inequality in
(3) is affine in u and, therefore, can be included in convex
optimization programs to compute a feedback controller σ(x)
at runtime. If such a feedback controller exists, then h(x) is
called a CBF.

One possible approach to obtain this new safe controller is
to solve the Quadratic Program (QP) in (4)

minimize
u

||u− û||2 (4)

s.t. ḣi ≥ −αi(hi) ∀i = 1, ..., N

where N is the total number of enemy targets.
The AP behavior named Collision Avoidance implements a

safety assurance mechanism using CBFs around each enemy’s
WEZ. These CBFs avoid overflight of enemy ship WEZs.
Success requires that the CBFs be sufficiently apart so that
no more than one CBF constraint will be active at a time such
that a solution for (4) exists. In practice, this requirement will
be highly dependent on the task load level and the trajectory
each enemy target ship follows. We consider this collaborative
autonomy behavior an increase in autonomy from the base
reactive autonomy Waypoint behavior.

C. Situation Awareness

Related literature shows that humans are poor supervisors of
automation, so increased complexity often leads to decreased
SA. We evaluated SA after each scenario through questions
that assessed the user’s understanding of pertinent information
such as the approximate number of enemy ships, the engage-
ment range of ships based on their WEZs, and the distribution
of ships in the surveillance area. Examples of SA questions
asked include:

• Low Task Load Waypoint: “How many purple targets
appeared?”. Participants were asked to type in the approx-
imate number into a text box. The question was graded
pass/fail with a leniency range of ±1 for the correct
answer.

• High Task Load Waypoint: “How many red targets
appeared?”

• Low Task Load Collision Avoidance: “How many red
boats had large WEZs / rings around them?”

• High Task Load Collision Avoidance: “What quadrant
of the search area was least populated?”. Participants
selected from a drop down list.

D. Perception of the AP & Trust

Following the simulation, participants were given a ques-
tionnaire and a debrief interview with various questions about
their perception of the AP.

The questionnaire was administered following the last sce-
nario while participants were still seated in the aircraft cabin.
The questions were sourced from the Interdependent Trust for
Humans and Automation Survey (I-THAu) [12]. The questions
targeted affective, general and structural trust [13].

The debrief interviews were semi-structured with five ques-
tions that assessed positive characteristics of the AP, negative
characteristics, user trust and user perception of the AP. The
last question asked for any other feedback or comment they
wanted to share about the AP or their experience.

1) What did you like about the AP?
2) What did you not like about the AP?
3) Did you feel like you could trust the AP in real life?
4) Did you feel like the AP was beneficial to you and your

mission goals in this scenario?
5) Do you have any additional comments or feedback about

working with the AP?

E. Mission Effectiveness

Mission effectiveness was assessed by the participant’s
damage and time to complete each trial. A composite score
was calculated using Equations 5 and 6.

Scoreuser = D + T (5)

Where D is the damage taken during the trial, and T is the
time to complete the trial. For our evaluation, we normalized
each term by the maximum damage taken Dmax and the
maximum time to complete Tmax over all users, and negated
and scaled the score. The resulting normalized score is scaled
between [0, 1], where higher is better.



Scorenorm =
2− ( D

Dmax
+ T

Tmax
)

2
(6)

IV. USER STUDY DESIGN

Twenty-eight participants were recruited from our university
and local area. Participant ages ranged from 19 to 35 years old
with a mean age of 23. 70% of participants were male, 22%
were female, and 8% were non-binary. The study required 2.5
hours of a participant’s time, and participants were compen-
sated $50. The study protocol was approved by the university
institutional review board.

V. RESULTS

A. Mission Effectiveness

Adding the safety assurance mechanism in Collision Avoid-
ance resulted in lower damage, albeit an increased mission
duration. Fig. 3 shows the normalized score (Eq. 6) for each
AI behavior in low and high task load conditions. Notably,
the Collision Avoidance behavior decreased the interquartile
range (IQR) of participant’s mission effectiveness. As the AP
exercised more control over the flight trajectories, the overall
team’s mission effectiveness was more predictable.

Fig. 3. Scorenorm vs. AI Behavior

Fig. 4 shows the damage scores for the Waypoint and
Collision Avoidance behaviors across task loads. In low task
load conditions, participants accumulated negligible damage
with both AP behaviors. In the high task load scenario, the
increase in the number and speed of enemy ships led to an
increase in damage score with the Waypoint behavior. The
Collision Avoidance behavior effectively assured safety and
minimized damage even in high task load conditions.

In a few instances, the QP in (4) failed to find a solution
that met the constraint set for the high number of ships in the
high task load scenario. As mentioned, there are no formal
guarantees on finding a solution to the QP in (4) if there are
overlapping WEZs or if their trajectories are such that there
is no available danger-free path for the aircraft to follow and
the enemies continue to get closer to the aircraft.

Fig. 4. Damage Score vs. AI Behavior

In the damage score box plot for Collision avoidance under
high task load shown in Fig. 4, five data points that are more
than two standard deviations from the mean are not plotted.
Another five outlier damage scores that were due to failures
of the CBFs are shown.

When the CBFs failed in the Collision Avoidance behavior,
participants incurred damage if they did not manually reroute
the aircraft as it flew towards and into an enemy WEZ. This an
example of over reliance of the crew on the AP and a failure
to over-ride its behavior when the human needed to jump back
in the loop [18].

B. Perception of the AP

The answers to the post-trial questions about the AP are
shown in Fig. 5. Although most aspects of the AP were
perceived neutrally, participants generally viewed the AP’s
collision avoidance positively, recognizing the feature as ben-
eficial to their mission goals.

1) Debrief Interviews: The debrief interviews assessed pos-
itive characteristics of the AP, negative characteristics, user
trust, user perception, and general feedback on the system.
The debrief interviews ranged from 3-14 minutes in length
with some participants having strong opinions and some being
very ambivalent.

Generally, participants liked the assistance with navigation
provided by the Waypoint behavior and the ease of mind
provided by the Collision Avoidance Behavior.

Participants did not like the lack of transparency of the
system, and the slow response of the AP to user inputs. The
majority of participants said that in real life, they would be
reluctant to trust the AP with precise navigation in close
proximity to enemy ships but were willing to trust it with
general navigation and maneuvering of the aircraft in non-
critical situations.

Participants were mostly neutral on the benefit of the AP
to the effectiveness of their mission. Most expressed that the
mission took longer because the AP took a wide turning radius,
maneuvered sluggishly, and was not flexible in its search
pattern. Many expressed that the Collision Avoidance behavior



Fig. 5. Post-Trial Questionnaire Responses

enabled them to delegate navigation while accomplishing the
human only classification tasks.

A few participants had strong preferences for choosing
the search pattern themselves and continuously overrode the
AP’s default search pattern. This study did not measure pre-
dispositional attitude so it is not possible to investigate whether
there was a shift in the intensity of participant perception due
to the AP behaviors.

A couple participants attributed intent to the AP’s behavior
and interpreted its actions as deliberate steps to accomplish its
own goals or to communicate suggestions to the human opera-
tor. These two participants expressed that they were unfamiliar
with AI technology and had come in to the experiment with
expectations of a highly intelligent agent with sophisticated
decision-making and communications skills. The AP system
was not designed with such an architecture, and so reality did
not meet their expectations.

The occasional failure of the CBFs in the Collision Avoid-
ance behavior negatively impacted participants’ perception of
the system. Participants indicated that this decline in expected
capability of the AP decreased their trust in the system.

2) Questionnaires: Participants were asked to complete a
post-experiment questionnaire that was aimed at gauging their
perspective on working with the AI in the AP. Participants
indicated their level of agreement to 11 statements. The results
of the post-experiment questionnaires are shown in Fig. 5.
Along the horizontal axis, darker shades represent agreement
to the statement while lighter shades show disagreement as
indicated in the legend.

Notable findings show that users were satisfied with the
AI’s teammate characteristics of commitment and contribution.
Conversely, a majority of users felt that the AI was not
comfortable to work with, not cooperative, and not easy to
interact with.

C. User Experience

The participants wore Argus Science ETVision eye trackers
throughout the experiment which measured their gaze location
in the cabin and on the ISR Operator Station. Live Areas
of Interests (LAOIs) identified whether the participants were
looking outside through the vehicle windows, inside at the

Fig. 6. Participant Gaze in Areas of Interest

Fig. 7. Situation Awareness vs. AI Behavior per Task Load

control station, or another area of the cabin shown in Fig. 1.
For the times when they were looking at the ISR operator con-
trol station, heat maps were created for the participant’s gaze
trajectory. No significant trends were found in the aggregated
heat maps across behaviors and task loads.

User gaze location was tracked through three areas of
interest: the ISR Operator Station, Cabin Window, and Other.
With an increase in task load users spent more time looking
at the ISR operator station (t = -2.2868, df = 214, p-value =
0.02319) and less time looking elsewhere as shown in Fig. 6.
When comparing users’ gaze location across AP behaviors,
there was no significant change; users looked at the ISR
operator’s station in the Collision Avoidance mode just as
much, even with its safety assurance mechanism.

D. Situation Awareness

When looking at specific task load levels, as shown in Fig.
7, results show that SA did not change across behaviors in the
low task load conditions. In the high task load conditions, SA
decreased with increased autonomy complexity where 70.3%
of participants passed the SA question in Waypoint and only
44.4% passed in the Collision Avoidance scenario.



VI. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

The fully Automated Pilot technology reduces the amount
of damage that users accrue throughout each scenario as seen
in Fig. 4. The primary benefit of the Collision Avoidance
behavior is observed in the high task load scenario. This shows
that there is real value-add of a safety assurance mechanism
when the team is highly tasked such that the human analyst
does not have sufficient excess cognitive capacity to closely
monitor the AP. Although times to complete the mission
were longer with increased automation complexity, the safety
benefits may outweigh the time duration costs depending on
the situation. When given equal weighing, as shown in the
normalized performance scores in Fig.3 they did outweigh.
Crew may initially be reluctant to give up navigation control
to an AP due to its slower mission completion, however,
results show that advanced AI-based APs can be a hallmark
for safe collaboration between automated pilots and human
crews. These results affirm hypothesis H1.

There are few outliers in the damage score due to failures
of the control barrier functions. The AP in this study did
not warn the user when its CBF QP solver failed. It just
continued to fly towards and into enemy WEZs. Detection
of an impending failure required vigilance on the part of the
analyst. The damage incurred in this study are an indication
of the dangers of over reliance on automation and autonomy
and the seeming randomness of failures for complex and
highly reliable automation. Participants that suffered failures
of the CBF did indicate in their debrief interviews that their
trust fell after a failure. This led them to calibrate their
trust more appropriately. Participants expressed that they were
comfortable trusting the AP with general navigation in open
areas but would not trust it in real life with precise navigation
in close proximity to enemy ships.

Table I shows the interquartile range (IQR) of the nor-
malized score for the various task load and AP behavior
conditions. Due to a few extreme outliers that skew the
variance, IQR is used to show the range of scores that the
bulk of participants achieved.

In the low task load conditions, participants achieved rel-
atively high scores with both AP behaviors. Increasing the
task load conditions to high resulted in a lower score on
average and a greater IQR for the base Waypoint behavior. The
Collision Avoidance behavior, on the other hand, resulted in a
smaller IQR in high task load conditions. As such, an observed
advantage of increased automation is a narrower spread in
performance and more predictability of outcomes, particularly
in high task load conditions. In a real world military scenario
where new recruits could fill the role of the human analyst
on a similar ISR mission, a small IQR assures a minimum
expect-able quality even from the least skilled operator.

In real-world operations, safety is the ultimate priority
on manned aircraft, but in certain cases minimizing mission
duration might take priority over safety of the vehicle if the
operation is unmanned. In this study, equal weighting is given
to mission duration and damage score (as shown in Eq. 5

Task Load Behavior Scorenorm Interquartile Range
Low Waypoint 0.083
Low Collision Avoidance 0.069
High Waypoint 0.163
High Collision Avoidance 0.057

TABLE I
VARIANCES IN USER PERFORMANCE SCORE

and 6). The mission of the vehicle and whether it is manned
or unmanned should serve as guidance for the amount of
automation to be integrated.

In this experiment the Collision Avoidance AP behavior
showed on one hand, the safety benefit of more predictable
and consistent performance. On the other hand, it also showed
that operators could be less engaged and unable to notice
or recover from a failure. These insights reveal that with
continued advances in autonomy and automation technology,
if humans fall out of the loop of a system and lose situation
awareness, system failures will likely be more detrimental
[6]. Conversely, this experiment also supports that automation
does not always mean operational efficiency when it comes to
working with humans.

In the low task load scenario, user situation awareness
did not change across AP behavior. In the high task load
scenario, user situation awareness dropped with an increase in
automation (Fig. 7 ). These results affirm hypothesis H2 in low
task load conditions, and refute it in high task load conditions.
The observed decrease in situational awareness in the high task
load conditions could be explained by participant over reliance
on the system; during the post-experiment interviews several
users expressed appreciation for the comfort and assistance
provided by the Collision Avoidance behavior. The observed
decrease in situational awareness could also be explained by
a task load that exceeded participants’ capacity to multi-task
to accomplish both their analyst classification task and AP
monitoring task. Participants in their debriefs validated the
analysis of the results shown in Fig. 7, that the Collision
Avoidance AP was most useful during the high task load
conditions.

In real-world systems 100% runtime assurance is rarely
guaranteed. Literature shows that a drop in SA that poses
a threat to the safe operation of automated systems. In the
automotive sector, companies have taken the approach of
utilizing engagement prompts and verification mechanisms to
keep the user engaged in order to mitigate reduction in SA
[16] [9]. These operator engagement prompts [14] could be
simple like requiring frequent user input on controls such as a
steering wheel or it could be more complex such as monitoring
the gaze location of user’s eyes.

Notably in our research, eye tracking results indicated that
even though users spent more time looking at the ISR Operator
Station in high task load conditions, their SA did not improve.
Future work for this research involves the addition of an
adaptive AP that utilizes human engagement data obtained
through physiological sensors to modulate the speed and
flying characteristics of the aircraft. This approach to safety



assurance benefits mission effectiveness by minimizing the
effects of a lack of situation awareness in the operator, rather
than trying to forcibly raise their SA.

The questionnaire results showed more positive answers to
questions addressing AI task work such as “I was satisfied with
the AI’s contribution” shown in the left column of Fig. 5. The
results showed more negative answers to questions addressing
the AI’s team work such as “It was easy to interact with the
AI” shown in the right column of Fig. 5. In concert with the
questionnaire results, participants’ expressed appreciation for
the Collision Avoidance affirms hypothesis H3.

In addition to creating safety assurance features, system
designers should invest in improving the interaction charac-
teristics of their APs. Improvements can range from enhanced
interaction through different modalities such as audio input
and feedback to an increase in AI explain-ability and trans-
parency. The primary complaint that users expressed in the
post-experiment debrief was a lack of system transparency;
several participants mentioned that the AP would not initiate
commanded turns to points immediately. Immediate turns are
not possible due to vehicle and controller dynamics. Mapping
the curved path of the vehicle is a viable method of providing
users more usable information compared to the current overly-
simplified straight-line depiction.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this work we explore how the flight behavior of an AP
in a human-AP ISR team affects the mission effectiveness and
the human operator’s perception and situation awareness. We
introduce a novel application of CBFs in a coupled human-
autonomy teaming domain. Through a user study, we find
that participants preferred the CBF-based Collision Avoidance
behavior, and appropriately calibrated their trust to failures
with the AP behavior.

In line with the literature, the increased level of autonomy
resulted in decreased situation awareness in a high task load
scenario, motivating the importance of considering the effects
of high-autonomy systems on operator situation awareness.

Our work has several limitations that can be addressed in
future work. While the high task load scenario was sufficiently
complex to decrease the operator’s situation awareness with
the Collision Avoidance AP, we did not find a meaningful
decrease in the Waypoint AP. Future work can increase the
complexity of the ISR domain to enable a convincing com-
parison between AP behaviors.

Additionally, due to the high number of enemy targets and
their unpredictable trajectories in the high task load scenario,
the CBF runtime assurance mechanism failed to find a so-
lution on some occasions. Future work could explore further
assumptions in modelling of the constraints to provide some
formal guarantees of the performance of CBFs and improve
the reliability of the AP.

Lastly, our ISR simulator used a simplified aircraft model
with unrealistic flight dynamics. We are interested in integrat-
ing a higher degree of freedom model to better align with
real-world systems.

This work lays foundations for the development of AI pilots
or AI enabled APs in future autonomous aircraft. The latest
news from the Department of Defense indicate significant
investments in development of uncrewed autonomous vehi-
cles. This research looks beyond that to crewed autonomous
vehicles and the human factors necessary for safe collabo-
ration between onboard human operators and their AI pilot
crewmates.

Our results indicate that is possible to reduce crew require-
ments on missions like ISR that currently require a human
crew of pilots and non-pilot operators. In addition to reduction
in manpower costs, our results indicate that it is possible to
assure a predictable range of safety and mission effectiveness
even with the least trained operator using run time assurance
mechanisms like that of our Collision Avoidance AP. Matu-
ration of systems like this will provide for safe collaboration
between autonomous pilots and human crews.
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